This section contains specific reference to articles and activities in the area of Business and Process Re-engineering, which are featured in this issue of the CIB Information Bulletin.

In the section “Around the Task Groups and Working Commissions”:

- **TG46 – Certification in Construction**
  Introducing a new task Group and its Coordinator: Tanis Wake
- **TG47 - Innovation Brokerage in Construction**
  Introducing a new task Group and its Coordinator: Roger Courtney
- **W055 – Building Economics**
  Introducing the new Coordinator: Ranko Bon

In the section “Reports on CIB Co-sponsored and Special CIB Events”:

- Report of the joint CIB/BBRI International Technology Watch Conference that took place in April 2000 in Brussels, Belgium

In the section “Forthcoming Meetings”:

- **W087 – Post-Construction Liability and Insurance** - arranges a Mock Trial: “Duty of Care vs. Duty of Result” on April 3, 2001 in Wellington, New Zealand
- **W082 – Future Studies in Construction** – will have a Commission Meeting on April 5-6, 2001 in Wellington, New Zealand and will discus the possible start of a new Commission project on “Technologies and the Future of Construction”
- **W078 – Information Technology for Construction** – will have an international Conference on “IT in Construction in Africa” on 29 May – 1 June 2001 in Mpumaplanga, South Africa
- **TG35 – Innovation in Construction** – will have an International Symposium on ”Construction Innovation: Opportunities for Better Value and Profitability” on June 5-7, 2001 in Ottawa, Canada
In the section “CIB Related Publications”:

- Publication by TG32 – Public Perception of Safety and Risk in Civil Engineering on “Risk Assessment and Risk Communication in Civil Engineering”